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During your treatment, I will
apply my in-depth knowledge
of the science of beauty,
making subtle, natural-looking
adjustments that make a
significant overall difference.
With every treatment, people
around you will start to notice a
refreshed appearance without
pinpointing exactly what's
changed.

It doesn't stop there, after your
treatment is completed; I
ensure you have long-term
satisfaction and provide
guidance on maintaining a look
you will love each day. Your
journey to feeling more
confident starts right here at
Reflector Injector..

Do you imagine a more vibrant,
youthful, and captivating
appearance? Or is it about embracing
newfound confidence and saying
goodbye to any insecurities?

My mission is to help you achieve the
look you've always envisioned and the
self-assurance you deserve. Let's
embark on this transformative
journey together and unveil the
radiant, rejuvenated you.

At Reflector Injector, my passion
lies in helping you achieve your
best self through cosmetic
injectable treatments.

I am a skilled clinician who uses
my expertise to enhance your
natural beauty and revitalise your
skin, leaving you feeling radiant,
glowing, and full of confidence
after each visit.

Embrace the feeling of being
your best self and feeling good
about yourself with me.

READ ON

A NEW FOUND CONFIDENCE

YOUR BEST SELF

NATURAL RESULTS

CONFIDENCE
UNLOCKED



Dermal FIllers
• bruising, swelling and redness at
the injection site 
• itching, skin discolouration
• vascular occlusion (blocked blood
vessel which causes
skin tissue death)
• permanent blindness
• double vision
• stroke
• bleeding
• infection (bacterial or viral)
• ulceration of the skin 
• lumps (nodules) under the skin
• allergic reaction
• inflammatory reactions
• haematoma
• permanent disfigurement and
scarring
• weakness of the muscles of the
face, head and neck, difficulty
swallowing or speaking

Botulinum toxin type A (also
known as 'Botox'), which
gently relaxes facial muscles
to reduce wrinkles
Dermal fillers that add a
touch of magic, plumping up
areas of your face for a radiant
glow.

Our expertise lies in two main
types of injectables: 

1.

2.

Premises must meet infection
control standards.
Look for clean and hygienic
facilities with proper waste
disposal and handbasin
Ensure the person wears
protective equipment.
Check for sealed, disposable
needles.
Beware of having the
procedure in non-clinical.
settings.

Botulinum toxin type A
• redness
• swelling at the injection site
• bruising
• skin tightness
• drooping of the eyelids
• headache
• face pain
• muscle weakness
• numbness, pins and needles
• nausea, and
• blurred vision

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR

INJECTOR
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WHAT ARE INJECTABLES 
& HOW DO THEY WORK?

QUESTIONS TO ASK

Ensure you consult a registered
health practitioner who is authorised
to prescribe injectables. They'll take
your full history, discuss safety, risks,
and your expectations, ensuring it's
the right fit for you.

Questions to ask...
Will the prescriber consult me first?
Will they take my full history?
Will they explain any risks?
Are they registered/authorised to
prescribe the medicine?
What are the short/long term risks?
Are there any long-term effects?
How much time will I have to
consider whether I want to go ahead?
Is there any other information?
I have allergies, is this safe for me?
Is it safe to drive after my procedure?

WHERE SHOULD I GET
THE PROCEDURE?

WHAT ARE THE RISKS
& SIDE EFFECTS?



With a career as a highly trained
specialist cardiac scrub nurse for
20 years, I've had the privilege of
working in some of the world's
top cardiac hospitals, where I've
literally held someone else's heart
in the palm of my hand. 

Building upon this extensive
background, I ventured into the
aesthetic industry five years ago,
focusing on cosmetic injectables,
laser treatment, skincare, and
micro-dermal needling. 

Throughout my journey, I've been
fortunate to be mentored by
seasoned nurses with over two
decades of experience in this
industry, which has further
enriched my knowledge and
expertise. Now, I relish educating
my clients on their specific needs
and exploring the possibilities to
enhance their facial composition
with the same passion, depth,
and intensity that have defined
my career. My approach is
holistic, utilising various
modalities and paying
meticulous attention to detail,
reflecting the high standards of
my background.

SUNNY
ABOUT
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For your safety and peace of
mind, always ensure that the
cosmetic injectables used in your
procedure are legally sourced
and prescribed by an authorised
health practitioner in Australia.

You can ask the prescriber about
the brand and substance of the
injectables they use,

You can also verify their approval
for use in Australia by searching
the Australian Register of
Therapeutic Goods (ARTG) on the
Therapeutic Goods
Administration (TGA) website.
Taking this extra step allows you
to be confident that you are
receiving the right and approved
product for your cosmetic
treatment.

HOW DO I KNOW IF THE PERSON IS REGISTERED,
QUALIFIED, SKILLED AND EXPERIENCED? 

WHY CHOOSE ME AS
YOUR INJECTOR

https://www.tga.gov.au/products/australian-register-therapeutic-goods-artg


As a natural health practitioner, I have always believed in the power of nature and holistic wellness. Always
supporting my body with natural herbs and holistic approach. Younger tho I know I wasn’t always the best
with sun screen and I’ve always done alot of excercise. After the age of 45, I could see some subtle signs of

aging that were beginning to appear on my face. I love being my age, and didn't want to hide who I was or fit
into a mould. Just wanted to look fresher and approach this part of my life gracefully.

 
Although I knew that facial enhancements could be an option, I hesitated, fearing an unnatural outcome

that would clash with my beliefs in natural beauty.One day, a close friend, who had experienced a very
natural improvements herself, recommended I visit Nurse Injector Sunny. She assured me that Sunny was
different from other injectors, with a deep understanding and appreciation for natural results. I decided to
take the leap andAs a natural health practitioner, I have always believed in the power of nature and holistic
wellness. Always supporting my body with natural herbs and holistic approach. Younger tho I know I wasn’t
always the best with sun screen and I’ve always done alot of excercise. After the age of 45, I could see some

subtle signs of aging that were beginning to appear on my face. I love being my age, and didn't want to hide
who I was or fit into a mould. Just wanted to look fresher and approach this part of my life gracefully.

 
Throughout the consultation, Sunny showed understanding. She explained the different treatment options

available to address my specific concerns while always emphasizing the importance of maintaining a natural
appearance. What struck me most was her emphasis on harmony—balancing the enhancements with my

existing features rather than altering them drastically.As the treatment began, Sunny's gentle demeanor and
her ability to explain each step with great detail reassured me. She took her time, carefully placing the

injections with precision and expertise, all while ensuring my comfort throughout the process.
 

The results were nothing short of astonishing. I looked refreshed and rejuvenated. What amazed me most
was that the enhancements were subtle, yet they made a significant difference in how I felt about myself. I
still looked like me—just a more vibrant and youthful version.Beyond the physical improvements, Sunny's
approach had a profound impact on my self-esteem. Her commitment to enhancing my natural beauty
aligned seamlessly with my belief in holistic well-being. I no longer felt conflicted about pursuing facial
enhancements, as Sunny's philosophy was rooted in preserving the essence of who I was, rather than

changing me into someone else.
 

I continue to see Nurse Injector Sunny for touch-ups and maintenance, and each visit reaffirms my decision
to trust her with my appearance. We agree that aging is a blessing and we can do it gracefully celebrating

who we are.
 

To all my fellow natural health advocates and anyone seeking natural facial enhancements, I wholeheartedly
recommend visiting Nurse Injector Sunny. Her expertise, attention to detail, and respect for individuality will

leave you looking and feeling revitalized while staying true to your principles of embracing the beauty of
nature. With Sunny, you'll discover that enhancing your appearance can complement your inner well-being,

ultimately leading to a more radiant and confident you. book a consultation with her. C
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Sunny

I WILL SPEND TIME WITH MY CLIENTS TO
ENSURE THEY UNDERSTAND THE
PROCESS AND FEEL SAFE. IT’S IMPORTANT
THAT THEY ARE AWARE OF THE RISK VS
BENEFITS AND TRUST THAT I WOULD
NEVER RECOMMEND ANYTHING THAT
ISN’T APPROPRIATE OR IN THE BEST
INTEREST OF MY CLIENT  

I have strong values that I have built working in the
hospital system for 20 years. I strive for perfection
whilst maintaining my core values. 

LOOK & FEEL
YOUR BEST
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Reflector Injector
www.reflectorinjector.com.au
@sunshineinjector 
sunnygreig@hotmail.com 


